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a b s t r a c t
The matching preclusion number of an even graph is the minimum number of edges
whose deletion results in a graph that has no perfect matchings. For many interconnection
networks, the optimal sets are precisely those induced by a single vertex. The conditional
matching preclusion number of an even graph was introduced to look for obstruction sets
beyond those induced by a single vertex. It is defined to be the minimum number of edges
whose deletion results in a graphwith no isolated vertices and no perfect matchings. In this
paper we study this problem for the tori by proving matching preclusion and conditional
matchingpreclusion results of theCartesianproducts of graphs involving cycles. Our results
generalize the one given for k-ary n-cube by Wang et al. (2010) [10] as well as provide
classification for optimal conditional matching preclusion sets for these graphs.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A matching in a graph is a set of edges such that every vertex is incident with at most one of these edges. Edges of a
matching are also called independent. A perfect matching in a graph is a matching such that every vertex is incident with
exactly one edge in this set. Throughout the paper, we only consider simple and even graphs, that is, graphs with an even
number of vertices with no parallel edges or loops. Thematching preclusion number of an even graph G, denoted by mp(G),
is the minimum number of edges whose deletion leaves the resulting graph without a perfect matching. Clearly, mp(G) = 0
if G has no perfect matchings. A set of edges F is called a matching preclusion set if G − F has no perfect matchings, and it
is called an optimal matching preclusion set if F is a matching preclusion set of minimum size. We refer to elements of F as
faulty and call them faulty edges; other edges of G are called good. If a matchingM in G contains no edges of F , we refer toM
as a fault-free matching with respect to F or simply fault-free matching if it is clear from the context.
This concept of matching preclusion was introduced by [1] and further studied by [6,3,7,2,10]. It was introduced as
a measure of robustness in the event of edge failure in interconnection networks, as well as a theoretical connection to
conditional connectivity, ‘‘changing and unchanging of invariants’’ and extremal graph theory. We refer the readers to [1]
for details and additional references.
Proposition 1.1. Let G be an even graph. Thenmp(G) ≤ δ(G), where δ(G) is the minimum degree of G.
Proof. Deleting all edges incidentwith a single vertexwill give a graphwith no perfectmatchings and the result follows. 
We call an optimal matching preclusion set of the form given in the proof of Proposition 1.1 a trivial optimal matching
preclusion set. It is desirable for an interconnection network to have only trivial optimal matching preclusion sets.
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If mp(G) = δ(G), then G is calledmaximally matched. If, in addition, every optimal matching preclusion set is trivial, then G
is called super matched.
If the edges ofG fail randomly, it is unlikely that all edges incidentwith somevertex fail simultaneously. Hence it is natural
to ask what the next obstruction sets are for a graph with edge failures to have a perfect matching subject to the condition
that the faulty graph has no isolated vertices. This motivates the following definition given in [4] and further studied in
[9,5,2,10]: The conditional matching preclusion number of a graph G, denoted by mp1(G), is the minimum number of edges
whose deletion leaves the resulting graph with no isolated vertices and no perfect matchings. Any such optimal set is called
an optimal conditional matching preclusion set. Wewill leavemp1(G) undefined if a conditional matching preclusion set does
not exist, that is, we cannot delete edges to satisfy both conditions in the definition.
A basic obstruction to a perfect matching in a graph with no isolated vertices is the existence of a path u–w–v where the
degree of u and the degree of v are both 1. To produce such an obstruction set, one can pick any path u–w–v in the original
graph and delete all edges incident with either u or v but not the edges (u, w) and (w, v). We define νe(G) to be
min{dG(u)+ dG(v)− 2− yG(u, v) : u and v are ends of a path of length 2},
where dG(·) is the degree function and yG(u, v) = 1 if u and v are adjacent and yG(u, v) = 0 otherwise. So mirroring
Proposition 1.1, we have the following easy result:
Proposition 1.2. Let G be an even graph. If every vertex in G has degree at least 3, then
mp1(G) ≤ νe(G).
We call an optimal solution of the form induced by νe a trivial optimal conditional matching preclusion set. It is desirable
for an interconnection network to have the property that every optimal conditional matching preclusion set is trivial. If
mp1(G) = νe(G), then G is called conditionally maximally matched. If, in addition, every optimal conditional matching
preclusion set is trivial, then G is called conditionally super matched. These concepts were introduced [4] and this and related
problems were also studied by [8,9,5,2,10].
The tori form a basic class of interconnection networks. Let G = (V (G), E(G)) and H = (V (H), E(H)) be graphs, where
V (G) and E(G) denote respectively the vertex and the edge set of G. Their Cartesian product GH is the graph with vertex
set V (G) × V (H) = {(g, h) : g ∈ V (G), h ∈ V (H)}, in which two vertices (g1, h1) and (g2, h2) are adjacent if and only if
g1 = g2 and (h1, h2) ∈ E(H), or (g1, g2) ∈ E(G) and h1 = h2. It is easy to see that  is associative and commutative under
isomorphism. The product GG · · ·Gwith n factors will be denoted by Gn.
The hypercube Qn (where n ≥ 1) is defined by taking the set of {0, 1}-strings of length n as the vertex set, with two vertices
adjacent if and only if they differ in exactly one position. It is easy to see that Qn is isomorphic to K n2 , that is, K2K2 · · ·K2
with n K2’s, where K2 is the complete graph on two vertices. The hypercube can be generalized: The k-ary n-cube Q kn (where
n ≥ 1) is usually defined by taking the set of {0, 1, . . . , k−1}-strings of length n as the vertex set, with two vertices adjacent
if and only if they differ in exactly one position, and the values at that position differ by 1 modulo k. It is easy to see that
Q kn is isomorphic to C
n
k , where Ck is the cycle of length k. (Here we will slightly abuse the notation by considering C2 to
be K2.) This can be further generalized to tori. The torus T (k1, k2, . . . , kn) with n ≥ 2 and ki ≥ 3 for all i is defined to be
T (k1, k2, . . . , kn) = Ck1Ck2 · · ·Ckn .
In [10] it was proved that the even k-ary n-cube, that is, Cnk , where k is even, is maximally matched, super matched and
conditionally maximally matched. However, it was not discussed whether it is conditionally super matched. In this paper
we extend the result to tori as well as determining when these graphs are conditionally super matched. Indeed, our result
will be based on a more general result regarding the Cartesian product of cycles. In Section 2 we consider the matching
preclusion problem in graphs which are the Cartesian product of an even graph and a cycle, and show that they are super
matched. In Section 3 we consider the conditional matching preclusion problem in graphs which are the Cartesian product
of a triangle-free even graph and a cycle, and characterize when they are conditionally super matched. Finally, Section 4
contains the conclusions.
2. Matching preclusion in tori
Since a torus is the Cartesian product of cycles of length at least 3, it is useful to study the effect on matching preclusion
of the Cartesian product with a cycle. We have the following result:
Theorem 2.1. Let G be an r-regular even graph with r ≥ 2, and let k ≥ 3. If G is maximally matched, then GCk is maximally
matched and super matched.
Proof. The graph GCk is (r+2)-regular.We view GCk as consisting of k copies of G, and these copies are ‘‘interconnected’’
by edges induced by E(Ck). Let these copies be G1,G2, . . . ,Gk labeled along the cycle Ck. The edges between different copies
of G are called cross edges. Denote the set of cross edges between Gi and Gi+1 by Mi,i+1 for 1 ≤ i < k, and let M1,k be the
set of cross edges between G1 and Gk. Each of these sets is a matching saturating all vertices of the corresponding copies
of G. We will use the following convenient notation: a vertex with subscript 1 (e.g., x1) will denote a vertex in G1, the
corresponding vertex with subscript 2 (e.g., x2) will denote the vertex in G2 adjacent to this vertex via a cross edge, etc.,
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Fig. 1. Case 1a: u1 is isolated in G1 − F1 .
and the corresponding vertex with subscript k (e.g., xk) will denote the vertex in Gk adjacent to this vertex via a cross edge.
The vertices x1, x2, . . . , xk and the cross edges between themwill then form a cycle of length k. Moreover, for any matching
Mi in Gi we can form the same matching using the corresponding edges in any Gj by using edge (xj, yj) if and only if (xi, yi)
is inMi. This will be called the matching corresponding to Mi in Gj.
Wewill prove thatmp(GCk) = r+2 and thatGCk is supermatched simultaneously. Let F be a set of edges inGCk such
that |F | ≤ r+2. Recall that edges of F are called faulty, other edges ofGCk are called good.Wewill show that eitherGCk−F
has a perfect matching or F is a trivial matching preclusion set. Let Fi = F ∩ E(Gi) for i = 1, 2, . . . , k, and FH = F − ∪ki=1 Fi.
If Gi − Fi has a perfect matching for each i ≥ 1, then the union of these matchings is a perfect matching in GCk − F , so
assume that Gi − Fi has no perfect matchings for at least one i ≥ 1. For notational simplicity we may assume that G1 − F1
has no perfect matchings, and since G is maximally matched, this implies |F1| ≥ r and |F − F1| ≤ 2.
The above approach to finding a perfect matching in GCk − F can be easily generalized as follows: We find a fault-free
matching saturating some copies of G (cross edges may be used in this matching). If each remaining copy has a fault-free
perfect matching, then we can extend this matching to a perfect matching in GCk − F by adding a fault-free matching
saturating the remaining copies of G. This method will be called completing the matching.
We consider two cases depending on the value of r .
Case 1: r ≥ 3.
Since |Fi| ≤ 2 for i ≥ 2 and mp(G) = r ≥ 3, the graph Gi − Fi has a perfect matching for every i ≥ 2. LetMi be a perfect
matching in Gi−Fi for i ≥ 2. If |FH | ≤ 1, then there are no faulty cross edges inM1,2 or inM1,k. By symmetry wemay assume
that there are no faulty edges inM1,2, and then completingM1,2 gives a perfect matching in GCk − F .
Otherwise |FH | = 2, and by the above we may assume that one of the faulty cross edges is in M1,2, the other is in M1,k.
Moreover, |F1| = r , and |F2| = |F3| = · · · = |Fk| = 0. We consider two subcases.
Case 1a: G1 − F1 has an isolated vertex u1.
Thus F1 consists of all edges incident with u1 in G1. Wemay assume that at least one of the cross edges incident with u1 is
good, say (u1, u2), otherwise F is a trivial matching preclusion set in GCk. There is exactly one faulty cross edge between G1
and G2, say (w1, w2), sow1 ≠ u1. Since r ≥ 2, there is a vertex y1 ≠ u1 such thatw1 and y1 are adjacent. Then (w1, y1) and
(w2, y2) are both good since |F2| = 0, hence completing (M1,2 − {(y1, y2), (w1, w2)}) ∪ {(w1, y1), (w2, y2)} gives a perfect
matching in GCk − F (see Fig. 1).
Case 1b: G1 − F1 has no isolated vertices.
There is only one faulty edge inM1,2, which has only one endpoint x1 in G1. Since G1 − F1 has no isolated vertices, not all
edges of F1 are incident with x1, so one of the edges of F1, say (w1, y1), is such that (y1, y2) and (w1, w2) are both good. Since
mp(G1) = r and |F1| = r , there is a perfect matching M1 in G1 − (F1 − {(w1, y1)}), and clearly (w1, y1) ∈ M1. Let M2 be
the corresponding perfect matching in G2 (so (w2, y2) ∈ M2), and then completing (M1− {(w1, y1)})∪ (M2− {(w2, y2)})∪
{(y1, y2), (w1, w2)} gives a perfect matching in GCk − F .
Case 2: r = 2.
In this case G is a collection of even cycles. Indeed, wemay assume that G is connected, so it is an even cycle Cm. If k is also
even, then we can reverse the role of G and Ck and use the argument in Case 1 to easily conclude that |F1| = 2 and |FH | = 2.
So |F2| = |F3| = · · · = |Fk| = 0, hence Gi − Fi has a perfect matching for every i ≥ 2, and the rest of the argument is the
same as in Case 1.
The only remaining possibility is that G is an even cycle Cm, and k is odd. If Gi− Fi has a perfect matching whenever i ≥ 2,
then the argument is the same as before. Hence assume that there is a j ≠ 1 such that Gj− Fj has no perfect matchings, that
is, |Fj| = 2, so |FH | = 0. Note that Gi − Fi has a perfect matching whenever i ∉ {1, j}. If j = 2, then completing M1,2 gives
a perfect matching in GCk − F . Similarly if j = k. Finally, when 3 ≤ j ≤ k − 1, completing M1,2 ∪ Mj,j+1 gives a perfect
matching in GCk − F , finishing the proof. 
Surprisingly, Theorem 2.1 does not require G to be super matched to conclude that GCk is super matched, only that it is
maximally matched. This is quite lucky, since Cm is not super matched form > 4 whenm is even, only maximally matched.
So Theorem 2.1 immediately gives the following result:
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Theorem 2.2. Let T be a torus with an even number of vertices. Then T is super matched (hence maximally matched as well).
Corollary 2.3 ([10]). Let k ≥ 4 be even. Then Cnk is super matched (hence maximally matched as well).
3. Conditional matching preclusion in tori
In this section we study the conditional matching preclusion problem for tori. Again, our goal is to establish this via a
general result on the Cartesian product of a triangle-free even graphwith a cycle of length at least 4. Our initial objectivewas
to prove that whenever G is conditionally super matched, so is GCk, and use that to show that the torus T (k1, k2, . . . , kn)
is also conditionally super matched when ki ≥ 4 for all i = 1, . . . , n. However, the even cycle C2m is not conditionally super
matched (it is not even super matched unless m = 2), so we need to separately prove that C2mCk is conditionally super
matched. Unfortunately, it turned out that this is not true for smallm : C4Ck is not even conditionally maximally matched
for odd k (mp1(C4C2n+1) = 5 rather than 6), while C6Ck is only conditionally maximally matched for odd k, but not
conditionally supermatched. Thus to show that all other tori are conditionally supermatched,weneeded a stronger theorem
to cover these exceptional cases. Moreover, it turned out that even our original claim had two classes of counterexamples
(though they are not tori except for the ones mentioned above).
Since in the above exceptions the conditional matching preclusion number is off by at most 1, we decided to prove a
slightly stronger claim, where we only assume that G is super matched and its conditional matching preclusion number at
least νe(G)− 1. Even though this made the proof considerably more complicated, it allows us to use this theorem to classify
all tori.
We start with a couple of results regarding edges contained by perfect matchings that we will need in our proof.
Lemma 3.1. Let G be an r-regular even graph with r ≥ 2. If G is maximally matched, then every edge e ∈ E(G) is contained in
a perfect matching in G.
Proof. Let e = (u, v) be an edge inG, and pick F to be the set of all edges incidentwith u except (u, v). Then sincemp(G) = r
and |F | = r − 1, there is a perfect matching in G− F , and it must clearly contain e. 
Lemma 3.2. Let G be an r-regular even graph with r ≥ 3. If G is super matched, then for every pair of different edges e and f in
G, there is a perfect matching M in G containing e but not containing f .
Proof. Let e = (u, v), and choose F to be the set containing f and all edges incident with u, except (u, v). Then |F | ≤ r ,
and G− F has no isolated vertices since r ≥ 3. Since G is super matched, G− F has a perfect matching, which clearly must
contain e but not f . 
Lemma 3.3. Let G be a connected, triangle-free r-regular even graph with r ≥ 3, and assume that G is super matched and
mp1(G) ≥ 2r − 3. If G is not the complete bipartite graph Kr,r , then for every vertex u ∈ V (G) there is a path u–v–w–x such that
x is not adjacent to u and G has a perfect matching containing (u, v) and (w, x). In addition, if G is neither Kr,r nor the complete
bipartite graph Kr+1,r+1 minus a perfect matching, then there is another vertex y ≠ x such that y is also not adjacent to u, and
G− {u, y} has a perfect matching.
Proof. Fix u ∈ V (G), and define A to be the set of neighbors of u, so |A| = r . Let B be the set of neighbors of vertices in A
except u. Since G is r-regular and triangle-free, there are r(r − 1) edges between A and B, hence |B| ≥ r − 1.
If |B| = r − 1, then every vertex of Bmust be adjacent to every vertex in A, and since G is r-regular and connected, it is
the complete bipartite graph Kr,r . Clearly the conclusions of the lemma do not hold in this case.
If |B| = r , then delete those edges that are incident with a vertex in B, but not incident with any vertex in A. There are
at most r2 − r(r − 1) = r such edges, and the resulting graph has a component having 2r + 1 vertices ({u} ∪ A ∪ B), so it
has no perfect matchings. Since G is super matched, deleting these edges must have created an isolated vertex x ∉ {u} ∪ A,
so every vertex in B must be adjacent to x and r − 1 vertices of A. Hence the edges between A and B span an (r − 1)-
regular bipartite graph, thus G can be obtained from the complete bipartite graph Kr+1,r+1 by deleting a perfect matching
with bipartition ({u} ∪ B, {x} ∪ A). Since the edges of every (r − 1)-regular bipartite graph can be decomposed into r − 1
perfect matchings, if we pick any path u–v–w–x, there is a perfect matching M in G − {u, x} containing edge (v,w), and
then (M − {(v,w)}) ∪ {(u, v), (w, x)} is a perfect matching containing (u, v) and (w, x), and x is not adjacent to u.
Next assume that |B| = r +m, wherem ≥ 1. Consider the graph H = G− ({u} ∪ A). In H we have
v∈B
deg
H
(v) = r(r +m)− r(r − 1) = r(m+ 1) = rm+ r > m+ r,
hence there is at least one vertex w ∈ B with two neighbors in H . Let v ∈ A be a vertex adjacent to w in G, and define F to
be the set of edges incident with v except (u, v), and the edges incident with w and a vertex in A. Then |F | ≤ 2r − 4, and
since mp1(G) ≥ 2r − 3 and G− F has no isolated vertices, there is a perfect matchingM in G− F , which must contain (u, v)
and one of the remaining edges incident withw. Let x be the other endpoint of that edge; clearly x ∉ A. NowM is a perfect
matching in G containing (u, v) and (w, x), and x is not adjacent to u.
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If there is a vertexw′ in B having at least two neighbors y and y′ in H such that neither of those vertices is x (herew = w′
is possible), then we can repeat this argument: Let v′ be a vertex in A adjacent to w′ (again v = v′ is possible), and define
F to be the set of all edges incident with v′ or w′ except (u, v′), and the two edges (w′, y) and (w′, y′). Then G − F has no
isolated vertices, and since |F | = 2r − 4 < mp1(G), there is a perfect matchingM ′ in G− F , which must contain (u, v′) and
either (w′, y) or (w′, y′), without loss of generality it contains (w′, y). Thus (M − {(u, v′), (w′, y)}) ∪ {(v′, w′)} is a perfect
matching in G− {u, y}, and y is not adjacent to u, so vertices x and y satisfy the required conditions.
Otherwise every vertex of B has at most one neighbor in H that is different from x. So if x ∉ B, then at most r
vertices in B can be adjacent to x, and each can be adjacent to at most one vertex other than x in H . Thus we get
r(m + 1) = v∈B degH(v) ≤ r + (r + m), which simplifies to m ≤ rr−1 < 2 for r ≥ 3, yielding m = 1. On
the other hand, if x ∈ B and degH(x) ≥ 2, then we can repeat the above argument with w′ = x and find a vertex
y ≠ x satisfying the required conditions. So degH(x) ≤ 1, hence at most one vertex in B − {x} can be adjacent to x, thus
r(m + 1) = v∈B degH(v) = degH(x) +v∈B−{x} degH(v) ≤ 1 + 1 + (r + m − 1), which simplifies to m ≤ 1r−1 < 1 for
r ≥ 3, which is not possible.
Thus the only remaining possibility ism = 1 and x ∉ B. If there are atmost r−2 vertices in B adjacent to x, then repeating
the above argument gives 2r = r(m+ 1) =v∈B degH(v) ≤ r − 2+ (r + 1) = 2r − 1, which is a contradiction. Thus there
are either r − 1 or r vertices in B adjacent to x. Consider these cases separately.
Case 1: There are r − 1 vertices in B adjacent to x.
The above argument gives 2r = v∈B degH(v) ≤ r − 1 + (r + 1) = 2r , so we must have equality, and every vertex
in B is adjacent to exactly one vertex other than x in H . There are r + 1 vertices in B, so two of them are not adjacent to
x. Let w′ be one of these vertices; let y ≠ x be the unique vertex adjacent to w′ in H , and let v′ be the unique vertex in
A not adjacent to w′ in G. Choose F to be the set of edges consisting of (u, v′) and all edges incident with w′ in G except
(w′, y). Then |F | = r and G− F has no isolated vertices, so since G is super matched, there is a perfect matchingM in G− F ,
which must contain edge (w′, y). Let (u, v′′) be the edge saturating u inM . Clearly v′ ≠ v′′, and v′′ is adjacent to w′, hence
(M − {(u, v′′), (w′, y)}) ∪ {(v′′, w′)} is a perfect matching in G− {u, y} satisfying the required conditions.
Case 2: There are r vertices in B adjacent to x.
Let F be the set of edges inH incidentwith a vertex in B but not incidentwith x.We have |F | ≤v∈B degH(v)−degH(x) ≤
r . Since {u, x} ∪ A ∪ B is a component of G − F having 2r + 3 vertices, the graph G − F has no perfect matchings. But G is
super matched, so |F | = r , and deleting F must create an isolated vertex y ∉ B. Hence all edges in H incident with a vertex
in B is also incident with either x and y. Let z be the vertex in B not connected to y. Then G− {u, y} is a bipartite graph with
bipartition ({x} ∪ A, B) such that |{x} ∪ A| = |B| = r + 1, and every vertex in it has degree r − 1, except x and z, which
have degree r . If x and z are adjacent, then deleting edge (x, z) yields a bipartite, (r − 1)-regular graph, which has a perfect
matching. If x and z are not adjacent, then each is adjacent to the remaining r vertices on the other side of the bipartition, so
deleting them yields an (r−2)-regular graph, which again has a perfect matchingM . Let (v,w) be any edge ofM with v ∈ A
and w ∈ B. Now swapping edge (v,w) of M with edges (x, w) and (v, z) gives a perfect matching in G − {u, y}, finishing
the proof. 
Note that in the first part of Lemma 3.3 we also have a perfect matching in G−{u, x} if we replace edges (u, v) and (w, x)
with (v,w).
Now we can prove our main result. First we prove the case when the regularity of G is at least 3. We separate the case
when G is 2-regular, i.e., an even cycle, because C2m is not super matched, a property that we require G to have in general.
Theorem 3.4. Let G be a connected triangle-free r-regular even graphwith r ≥ 3, and let k ≥ 4. Suppose that G is supermatched
andmp1(G) ≥ 2r − 3. Thenmp1(GCk) = 2r + 2, and GCk is conditionally super matched unless k is odd and G is either the
complete bipartite graph Kr,r or the complete bipartite graph Kr+1,r+1 minus a perfect matching.
When k is odd, we have mp1(Kr,rCk) = 2r + 1, and when G is Kr+1,r+1 minus a perfect matching we have mp1(GCk) =
2r + 2, but GCk is not conditionally super matched.
Proof. The graph GCk is (r + 2)-regular and triangle-free since k ≥ 4, so νe(GCk) = 2r + 2. We use the same notations
and techniques as in Theorem 2.1.
Let F be a set of edges in GCk such that |F | ≤ 2r + 2. We will show that one of the following holds: (1) GCk − F has a
perfect matching, (2) GCk − F has an isolated vertex, or (3) F is a trivial conditional matching preclusion set. We assume
that (2) is false, and derive (1) or (3). At least one Gi − Fi has no perfect matchings since otherwise (1) is true. Since Gi is
maximally matched, we have |Fi| ≥ r , and for notational simplicity we assume that |F1| ≥ r and |F1| ≥ |Fi| for every i ≥ 2
such that Gi − Fi has no perfect matchings. Note that there is at most one more index j such that Gj − Fj has no perfect
matchings, since 3r > 2r + 2 for r ≥ 3.
Another technique to extend a matchingM will be the following: Assume thatM saturates some copies of G completely
(M may contain cross edges), but one edge (xi, yi) ∈ E(Gi) in M is faulty. If Gi+1 has no faults, it is not saturated by M ,
and edges (xi, xi+1) and (yi, yi+1) are good, then we can find a perfect matchingMi+1 in Gi+1 containing edge (xi+1, yi+1) by
Lemma 3.1. Now deleting edge (xi, yi) fromM and adding (Mi+1− (xi+1, yi+1))∪{(xi, xi+1), (yi, yi+1)} extends thematching
to saturate Gi+1 as well, and it no longer contains the faulty edge (xi, yi). Call this technique an edge jump (from (xi, yi)).
Clearly we can do the same with Gi−1 if similar conditions hold.
We consider several cases depending on the size of F1.
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Fig. 2. Case 1: u1 is not isolated in G1 − F1 .
Fig. 3. Case 1: u1 is isolated in G1 − F1 .
Case 1: |F1| ≥ 2r .
There are at most two faults outside G1, so Gi − F has a perfect matching for every i ≥ 2. If M1,2 has no faults, then we
can find a perfect matching in GCk − F by completing M1,2, and similarly if M1,k has no faults. Thus we can assume that
one of the remaining faults is inM1,2, and the other one is inM1,k.
Let the unique faulty edge between G1 and G2 be (u1, u2). If there is a vertex v1 adjacent to u1 in G1 such that (u1, v1) is
good, then we can find a perfect matching in GCk − F by completing (M1,2 − {(u1, u2), (v1, v2)}) ∪ {(u1, v1), (u2, v2)}
(see Fig. 2). Otherwise u1 is isolated in G1 − F1, so (u1, uk) must be good, since u1 is not isolated in GCk − F . Since
there is only one faulty edge in M1,k, there is a vertex v1 adjacent to u1 in G1 such that (v1, vk) is also good. Let Mk be a
perfect matching in Gk containing (uk, vk) by Lemma 3.1. Now we can find a perfect matching in GCk − F by completing
(M1,2 − {(u1, u2), (v1, v2)}) ∪ {(u2, v2), (u1, uk), (v1, vk)} ∪ (Mk − {(uk, vk)}) (see Fig. 3).
Case 2: |F1| = 2r − 1.
There are at most three faulty edges outside G1. Consider the following cases:
Case 2a: Gi − Fi has no perfect matchings for some i ≥ 2.
Since Gi is maximally matched, this implies r = 3, |Fi| = 3 and |FH | = 0; moreover, every Gj − Fj = Gj has a perfect
matching for j ∉ {1, i}. We can get a perfect matching in GCk − F as follows: If i = 2, complete M1,2; if i = k, complete
M1,k; and if 2 < i < k, completeM1,2 ∪Mi,i+1.
Case 2b: Gi − Fi has a perfect matching for every i ≥ 2.
We may assume that both M1,2 and M1,k have at least one faulty edge as in Case 1. Since |FH | ≤ 3, there is at most one
faulty cross edge in eitherM1,2 orM1,k; by symmetrywe can assume it is inM1,2. Let (u1, u2) be this faulty cross edge, so every
other edge inM1,2 is good. If there is a good edge (u1, v1) inG1, then complete (M1,2−{(u1, u2), (v1, v2)})∪{(u1, v1), (u2, v2)}
to get a perfect matching in GCk− F , possibly after doing an edge jump from (u2, v2) in case it is faulty (if (u2, v2) is faulty,
there are no faults inM2,3 and G3).
Otherwise u1 is an isolated vertex in G1 − F . Since u1 is not isolated in GCk − F , edge (u1, uk)must be good (and must
be part of any perfect matching in GCk − F ). Since r ≥ 3, at least one vertex v1 adjacent to u1 in G1 has a good cross edge
(v1, vk). LetMk be a perfect matching in Gk containing (uk, vk) and not containing the one possible faulty edge different from
(uk, vk) in Gk by Lemma 3.2. Complete (M1,2 − {(u1, u2), (v1, v2)}) ∪ (Mk − {(uk, vk)}) ∪ {(u2, v2), (u1, uk), (v1, vk)} to get
a perfect matching in GCk − F , possibly after doing an edge jump from (u2, v2) if it is faulty (see Fig. 3).
Case 3: |F1| = 2r − 2.
There are four faulty edges outside G1, so there is at most one more i ≥ 2 for which Gi − Fi has no perfect matchings.
Case 3a: Gi − Fi has no perfect matchings for some i ≥ 2.
Since Gi is maximally matched, this implies that |Fi| ≥ r ≥ 3, |FH | ≤ 1, and every Gj − Fj has a perfect matching for
j ∉ {1, i}. Since at most one cross edge is faulty, we can get a perfect matching in GCk − F as follows: If i = 2, complete
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Fig. 4. Case 3b: Case (i).
Fig. 5. Case 3b: Case (ii), two faults in Gk .
M1,2 orM1,k ∪M2,3; if i = k, completeM1,k orM1,2 ∪Mk−1,k; and if 2 < i < k, complete eitherM1,2 ∪Mi,i+1 orM1,k ∪Mi−1,i
(in each case at least one set of cross edges has no faults).
Case 3b: Gi − Fi has a perfect matching for every i ≥ 2.
There must be at least one faulty cross edge inM1,2 and another inM1,k just as in Case 1, so there can be only two more
faulty edges outside G1. Try to find a perfect matching in GCk − F as in Case 2b. This will fail if one of the following holds:
(i) One ofM1,2 andM1,k contains only one faulty edge, say (u1, u2) inM1,2; there is a good edge (u1, v1) in G1, but (u2, v2)
is faulty; and the edge jump from (u2, v2) results in a matching containing a fault (either a cross edge inM2,3 or an edge
in G3);
(ii) M1,2 contains only one faulty edge (u1, u2); vertex u1 is an isolated vertex in G1 − F ; there is a vertex v1 adjacent to u1
in G1 such that the cross edge (v1, vk) is good; but the chosen matchingMk − {(uk, vk)} in Gk has a fault; or (u2, v2) is
faulty, and the edge jump from (u2, v2) results in a matching containing a fault (either a cross edge inM2,3 or an edge
in G3);
(iii) M1,2 contains only one faulty edge (u1, u2); vertex u1 is an isolated vertex in G1 − F ; and for every vertex v1 adjacent
to u1 in G1, the cross edge (v1, vk) is faulty.
(iv) BothM1,2 andM1,k contain two faulty edges.
In Case (i) we must have only one faulty edge in M1,k and no faulty edges in Gk, so use Gk instead of G2 and try to find a
perfect matching in GCk− F as in Case 2b. If the faulty cross edge inM1,k is (u1, uk), we get a perfect matching in GCk− F
as in Case 2b. Otherwise let the faulty cross edge be (w1, wk), and we will get a perfect matching in GCk− F the same way
even ifw1 is another isolated vertex in G1 − F , since there is at most one faulty edge in G2 (see Fig. 4).
In Case (ii), if Mk − {(uk, vk)} contains a faulty edge, then Gk has two faulty edges by Lemma 3.2, so there are no faults
in Gk−1 or in Mk−1,k, so we can find a perfect matching in GCk − F after doing an edge jump from the faulty edge in
Mk − {(uk, vk)} (see Fig. 5). Otherwise, if (u2, v2) is faulty and an edge jump did not result in a fault-free matching, then
there is at most one faulty edge inM1,k, so we can pick a different neighbor of u1 instead of v1 such that its cross edge to Gk
is good, and this will lead to a perfect matching in GCk − F (see Fig. 6).
In Case (iii) we must have r = 3 and the three neighbors of u1 in G1 have all faulty cross edges to Gk. If there is a path
u1–v1–w1–x1 inG1 such that x1 is not adjacent to u1 and there is a perfectmatchingM1 inG1 containing (u1, v1) and (w1, x1),
then let the corresponding matchings in G3 and Gk be respectivelyM3 andMk. Now start with (M1,2− {(u1, u2), (x1, x2)})∪
{(u1, uk), (x1, xk), (vk, wk)} ∪ (Mk− {(uk, vk), (wk, xk)}), add {(u2, u3), (x2, x3), (v3, w3)} ∪ (M3− {(u3, v3), (w3, x3)}), and
complete it to find a perfect matching in GCk − F (see Fig. 7).
If there is no such path, then by Lemma 3.3, G must be K3,3; let its bipartition be (A, B). Let the corresponding
bipartition in Gi be (Ai, Bi) with ui ∈ Ai. When k is even, it is easy to find a perfect matching in K3,3Ck − F : pick
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Fig. 6. Case 3b: Case (ii), (u2, v2) is faulty.
Fig. 7. Case 3b: Case (iii).
Fig. 8. Case 3b: G = K3,3, k is even.
(v1, v2), (v3, v4), . . . , (vk−1, vk) and (u2, u3), (u4, u5), . . . , (uk, u1) and a matching saturating each remaining K4 in each
K3,3 (if any of these cross edges are faulty, pick a different one, see Fig. 8). On the other hand, when k is odd, there is no
perfect matching in K3,3Ck − F , since deleting (A1 − {u1}) ∪ B2 ∪ A3 ∪ · · · ∪ Bk−1 ∪ Ak leaves all isolated vertices, so
mp1(K3,3Ck) ≤ 7 (see Fig. 9). Note, however, that we needed seven faults to achieve that, and we will see later that this is
the worst case, so mp1(K3,3Ck) = 7.
In Case (iv) there are no faults in G2, . . . ,Gk. Let (u1, u2) and (v1, v2) be the two faulty edges in M1,2. If (u1, v1) is an
edge in G1 and it is not faulty, then we get a perfect matching in GCk − F by completing (M1,2 − {(u1, u2), (v1, v2)}) ∪
{(u1, v1), (u2, v2)}. If there are two independent good edges (u1, w1) and (v1, x1) in G1, then similarly we get a perfect
matching in GCk− F by completing (M1,2−{(u1, u2), (v1, v2), (w1, w2), (x1, x2)})∪{(u1, w1), (v1, x1), (u2, w2), (v2, x2)}
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Fig. 9. Case 3b: G = K3,3, k is odd.
Fig. 10. Case 3b: Case (iv).
Fig. 11. Case 3bi: u1 and v1 are adjacent.
(see Fig. 10). So we can assume that there are no such good edges in G1. We consider cases depending on whether (u1, uk)
and (v1, vk) are good or faulty.
Case 3bi: Both (u1, uk) and (v1, vk) are good.
If u1 and v1 are adjacent, letMk be a perfect matching in Gk containing (uk, vk) by Lemma 3.1, and we can find a perfect
matching in GCk − F by completing (M1,2 − {(u1, u2), (v1, v2)}) ∪ (Mk − {(uk, vk)}) ∪ {(u2, v2), (u1, uk), (v1, vk)} (see
Fig. 11). So assume that u1 and v1 are not adjacent. If we can find two independent edges (u1, w1) and (v1, x1) in G1 such
that both (w1, wk) and (x1, xk) are good, then we can find a perfect matching in GCk − F by completing (see Fig. 12)
(M1,2 − {(u1, u2), (v1, v2), (w1, w2), (x1, x2)}) ∪ {(u2, w2), (v2, x2), (u1, uk), (v1, vk), (w1, wk)}
∪(Mk−1,k − {(uk−1, uk), (vk−1, vk), (wk−1, wk), (xk−1, xk)}) ∪ {(uk−1, wk−1), (vk−1, xk−1), (x1, xk)}.
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Fig. 12. Case 3bi: (w1, wk) and (x1, xk) are good.
Fig. 13. Case 3bii: u1 and v1 are adjacent.
We can always find such edges for r ≥ 4, since there are only two faulty edges inM1,k. If r = 3, and there are no such edges,
then u1 and v1 must have three common neighborsw1, x1, y1, two of which having faulty cross edges to Gk. Then the three
edges incident with w1, x1, y1 but not incident with either u1 or v1 form a matching preclusion set in G1, and since G1 is
super matched, they must have a common neighbor, so G1 is K3,3, which is the exceptional case (though it is easy to find a
perfect matching in K3,3Ck − F in that case).
Case 3bii: Exactly one of (u1, uk) and (v1, vk) is faulty.
Wemay assume that (u1, uk) is faulty and (v1, vk) is good. If u1 and v1 are adjacent, then edge (u1, v1)must be faulty. Pick
a good edge (u1, w1) in G1− F , which exists since u1 is not isolated in GCk− F (clearly v1 ≠ w1), then pick a neighbor x1 of
v1 such that (x1, xk) is also good (this exists since r ≥ 3, and there are only two faulty edges inM1,k). Since G is triangle-free,
we havew1 ≠ x1. So letMk be a perfect matching in Gk containing (vk, xk) by Lemma 3.1, andwe can find a perfect matching
in GCk − F by completing (see Fig. 13)
(M1,2 − {(u1, u2), (v1, v2), (w1, w2), (x1, x2)})
∪{(u2, w2), (v2, x2), (u1, w1), (v1, vk), (x1, xk)} ∪ (Mk − {(vk, xk)}). (1)
So assume that u1 and v1 are not adjacent. Pick a good edge (u1, w1) (this exists since u1 is not isolated in GCk − F ), then
pick a neighbor x1 of v1 such that x1 ≠ w1 and (x1, xk) is good (this exists since there are at least three possible vertices to
choose from, one can bew1, and only one can have a faulty cross edge toGk). Nowwe can find a perfectmatching in GCk−F
by finding a perfect matchingMk in Gk containing (vk, xk) and completing (1).
Case 3biii: Both (u1, uk) and (v1, vk) are faulty.
Then u1 and v1 cannot be adjacent, since otherwisewe can find independent good edges (u1, w1) and (v1, x1) (such edges
exist since u1 and v1 are not isolated in GCk − F and G is triangle-free). So assume that u1 and v1 are not adjacent. Each of
u1 and v1 must be incident with at least one good edge in G1, and since there cannot be two such independent edges, each
of u1 and v1 must be incident with exactly one good edge in G1, and these two edges must have a common endpoint. Thus
F is a trivial conditional matching preclusion set.
Case 4: |F1| ≤ 2r − 3.
Clearly G1 − F1 can have at most one isolated vertex.
Case 4a: There is another i ≥ 2 such that Gi − Fi has no perfect matchings.
If Gi−Fi does not have an isolated vertex, thenwemust have |Fi| ≥ 2r−3. In addition, wemust have |FH | ≥ 2, otherwise
we can find a perfect matching in GCk− F as in Case 3a, so |F | ≥ |F1|+ |Fi|+ |FH | ≥ r+2r−3+2 = 3r−1 > 2r+2 gives
a contradiction for r > 3. When r = 3, we get |Fi| ≥ 4, since G is super matched, so |F | ≥ 3+ 4+ 2 = 9 > 8, which is again
a contraction. The same argument applies if G1 − F1 has no isolated vertices, thus we get that both G1 − F1 and Gi − Fi must
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Fig. 14. Case 4ai: (u1, u2) is good.
Fig. 15. Case 4ai: (u1, u2) is faulty.
have an isolated vertex, thus |F1|, |Fi| ≥ r implying that Gj − Fj has a perfect matching whenever j ∉ {1, i} and |FH | ≤ 2. If
|FH | ≤ 1, or if two faulty cross edges fall in the sameMj,j+1, we can find a perfect matching in GCk − F just like in Case 3a.
So we can assume that |FH | = 2, and the two faulty cross edges connect different pairs of Gj’s. Hence |F1| = |Fi| = r and
|Fj| = 0 for j ∉ {1, i}.
Now we can apply a similar argument to obtain a perfect matching in GCk − F if both G1 and Gi have an adjacent
(different) copy of Gwith no faulty cross edges between them. Otherwise consider cases depending on i.
Case 4ai: i = 2 (or by symmetry, i = k).
There must be at least one faulty edge in M1,2, otherwise we get a perfect matching in GCk − F by completing
M1,2. There must be another faulty edge in either M1,k or M2,3 (otherwise both G1 and G2 have an adjacent copy of G
with no faulty cross edges between them), by symmetry we can assume it is in M1,k. Let u1 be the isolated vertex in
G1 − F1. Since r ≥ 3, we can find a vertex y1 adjacent to u1 in G1 such that neither (y1, y2) nor (y1, yk) is faulty. Let
M1 be a perfect matching in G1 containing (u1, y1) by Lemma 3.1. Since u1 is not isolated in GCk − F , either (u1, u2)
or (u1, uk) is good. If (u1, u2) is good, then we get a perfect matching in GCk − F by completing (M1 − {(u1, y1)}) ∪
(M2,3 − {(u2, u3), (y2, y3)}) ∪ {(u1, u2), (y1, y2), (u3, y3)} (see Fig. 14), while if (u1, uk) is good, then we can complete
(M1 − {(u1, y1)}) ∪ M2,3 ∪ (Mk − {(uk, yk)}) ∪ {(u1, uk), (y1, yk)} to get a perfect matching in GCk − F , where Mk is the
perfect matching in Gk corresponding toM1 (see Fig. 15).
Case 4aii: i = 3 (or by symmetry, i = k− 1).
We get a perfect matching in GCk− F if both G1 and Gi have an adjacent (different) copy of Gwith no faulty cross edges
between them. Otherwise the two faulty cross edges have endpoints in the sameG, sayG1, or they are inM1,k andM3,4 (or the
symmetric case when k = 4 and the faulty edges are inM1,2 andM2,3). In the first case we can easily find a perfect matching
in GCk − F just like in Case 4ai. In the second case we can also find a perfect matching in GCk − F if the faulty edge in
M1,k is not incident with the isolated vertex u1 in G1 − F1, or if the faulty edge in M3,4 is not incident with the the isolated
vertex z3 in G3 − F3. The remaining case is when the faulty cross edges are (u1, uk) and (z3, z4). If u1 and z3 have a common
neighbor in G2 (i.e., u2 = z2), then F is a trivial conditional matching preclusion set, so we can assume that u2 ≠ z2. Pick
vertex y2 ≠ z2 such that y2 is adjacent to u2, and letM2 be a perfect matching in G2 containing edge (u2, y2) by Lemma 3.1.
Let (z2, v2) be the edge saturating v2 in M2, and let M1 and M3 the the corresponding perfect matchings respectively in G1
andG3. Then complete (M1−{(u1, y1)})∪(M2−{(u2, y2), (z2, v2)})∪(M3−{(z3, v3)})∪{(u1, u2), (y1, y2), (z2, z3), (v2, v3)}
to get a perfect matching in GCk − F (see Fig. 16).
Case 4aiii: 3 < j < k− 1 (hence k ≥ 6).
Again we get a perfect matching in GCk − F unless both faulty cross edges have an endpoint in G1 (by symmetry), and
then we can easily find a perfect matching in GCk − F just like in Case 4ai.
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Fig. 16. Case 4aii: i = 3.
Case 4b: Gi − Fi has a perfect matching for every i ≥ 2 and G1 − F1 has no isolated vertices.
Then |F1| ≥ 2r − 3 for r ≥ 4 and |F1| ≥ 4 for r = 3, since G is super matched and mp1(G) ≥ 2r − 3. Since |F1| ≤ 2r − 3,
the case r = 3 is not possible, so r ≥ 4 and |F1| = 2r − 3, leaving at most five faulty edges outside G1. As before, there has
to be at least one fault inM1,2 and one inM1,k. Either E(G2)∪M1,2 or E(Gk)∪M1,k contains at most two faults, by symmetry
we can assume it is E(G2)∪M1,2. So eitherM1,2 has two faults and G2 has no faults, orM1,2 has one fault and G2 has at most
one fault. Assume first thatM1,2 has two faults, (u1, u2) and (v1, v2). If u1 and v1 are adjacent and (u1, v1) is good, we find a
perfect matching in GCk−F by completing (M1,2−{(u1, u2), (v1, v2)})∪{(u1, v1), (u2, v2)}. Otherwise, since |F1| = 2r−3
and G1 − F has no isolated vertices, there are at least three good edges in G1 such that each is incident with either u1 or v1,
and at least one is incidentwith each, sowe can pick two independent good edges (u1, w1) and (v1, x1). Nowwe get a perfect
matching in GCk− F by completing (M1,2−{(u1, u2), (v1, v2), (w1, w2), (x1, x2)})∪{(u1, w1), (u2, w2), (v1, x1), (v2, x2)}
(see Fig. 10).
Now assume that there is only one fault (w1, w2) in M1,2. Since G1 − F1 has no isolated vertices, but |F1| > r , there are
two independent faulty edges in G1. Hence at least one of them, (u1, v1), is such that the cross edges from u1 and v1 to G2 are
both good. Since mp1(G) ≥ 2r − 3, there is a perfect matchingM1 in G1− (F1−{(u1, v1)}), and clearlyM1 contains (u1, v1).
Let M2 be a perfect matching in G2 containing (u2, v2) and not containing the possible faulty edge (different from (u2, v2))
in G2 by Lemma 3.2. Completing (M1 − {(u1, v1)}) ∪ (M2 − {(u2, v2)}) ∪ {(u1, u2), (v1, v2)}, yields a perfect matching in
GCk − F .
Case 4c: Gi − Fi has a perfect matching for every i ≥ 2 and G1 − F1 has an isolated vertex u1.
Since u1 is not isolated in GCk − F , by symmetry we may assume that (u1, u2) is good.
Case 4ci: The cross edge (v1, v2) is good for every vertex v1 adjacent to u1 in G1.
LetM2 be a perfectmatching inG2−F , and let the edge saturating u2 inM2 be (u2, v2). Consider F ′1 = F1−{(u1, v1)}. Then|F ′1| ≤ 2r−4 and there is no isolated vertex in G1−F ′1, so there is a perfect matchingM1 in G1−F ′1, which obviously contains
(u1, v1). We can find a perfectmatching inGCk−F by completing (M1−{(u1, v1)})∪(M2−{(u2, v2)})∪{(u1, u2), (v1, v2)}.
Case 4cii: The cross edge (v1, v2) is faulty for some, but not every, vertex v1 adjacent to u1 in G1.
Modify F2 as follows: for every vertex v2 adjacent to u2 inG2, put edge (u2, v2) into F2 if edge (v1, v2) is faulty, and remove
it from F2 otherwise. Let F ′2 be the resulting set of edges. If G2 − F ′2 has a perfect matching M2, then we can find a perfect
matching in GCk− F just like in Case 4ci. Otherwise either G2− F ′2 has an isolated vertex (so |F ′2| ≥ r), or |F ′2| ≥ r+1, since
G is super matched. Note that the number of faulty edges in M1,2 and G2 is at least |F ′2|, so with the at least r faulty edges
in G1 there are at most two faulty edges in the rest of the graph. If (u1, uk) is not faulty, then we can repeat the argument
using Gk instead of G2, and get a perfect matching in GCk − F . So we may assume that (u1, uk) is faulty, thus there is only
one more fault in the graph when G2 − F ′2 has an isolated vertex, and none otherwise. Hence in the latter case we can put
one faulty edge from F2 not incident with u2 back into G2 − F ′2, find a perfect matching in it containing that faulty edge, use
it asM2 in Case 4ci, do an edge jump, and complete it to find a perfect matching in GCk − F .
If G2 − F ′2 has an isolated vertex, it must be one of the vertices v2 adjacent to u2 such that (v1, v2) is also faulty. If there
is another faulty edge inM1,2, then there are no faulty edges inM2,3, so again we can put one of the faulty edges in F2 back
into G2 − F ′2, and find a perfect matching in GCk − F as above with an edge-jump. If (v2, v3) is also faulty, then (u2, v2) is
good since v2 is not isolated in G2 − F2, hence F is a trivial conditional matching preclusion set (the path is u1–u2–v2, see
Fig. 17). Otherwise pick one of the edges in F2 such that both endpoints of that edge have a good cross edge to G3 (such edge
exists since there is at most one faulty edge in M2,3), put it back into G2 − F ′2, and find a perfect matching in GCk − F as
above with an edge jump.
Case 4ciii: The cross edge (v1, v2) is faulty for every vertex v1 adjacent to u1 in G1.
We identified 2r faults (r faults are in G1 and the other r faults are in M1,2), so there are at most two more. If (u1, uk) is
good, we can use Gk instead of G2, and find a perfect matching in GCk − F just as in Case 4ci or Case 4cii. So assume that
(u1, uk) is faulty, leaving one unidentified fault in the graph.
If G is Kr,r , let (Ai, Bi) be the bipartition of Gi with ui ∈ Ai. When k is odd, deleting the kr − 1 vertices (A1 − {u1}) ∪
A2 ∪ B3 ∪ · · · ∪ Ak−1 ∪ Bk from Kr,rCk − F leaves kr + 1 isolated vertices, so GCk − F has no perfect matchings. Hence
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Fig. 17. Case 4cii: trivial conditional m.p. set with path u1–u2–v2 .
Fig. 18. Case 4ciii: (x1, x2) is good.
mp1(Kr,rCk) ≤ 2r + 1 when k is odd, and since this is the worst case for G = Kr,r , for which we needed 2r + 1 faults,
we have mp1(Kr,rCk) = 2r + 1. (The earlier Case (iii) in Case 3b gives the same configuration for r = 3, see Fig. 9; in
every other case we found a perfect matching in GCk − F .) On the other hand, when k is even, we can easily find a perfect
matching in Kr,rCk − F : Pick edge (u1, u2), then alternately a good cross edge between B2 and B3, between A3 and A4, etc.,
between Ak−1 and Ak, and finally between Bk and B1, then a perfect matching in each remaining Kr−1,r−1, since there is at
most one fault left.
If G is not Kr,r , then by Lemma 3.3 there is a path u1–v1–w1–x1 in G1 such that x1 is not adjacent to u1, and there is a
perfect matching M1 in G1 containing (u1, v1) and (w1, x1). Let M2 be the corresponding matching in G2. If edge (x1, x2) is
good, we can find a perfect matching in GCk − F by completing (M1 − {(u1, v1), (w1, x1)})∪ (M2 − {(u2, v2), (w2, x2)})∪
{(v1, w1), (v2, w2), (u1, u2), (x1, x2)} possibly after doing an edge jump if it contains the remaining faulty edge (see Fig. 18).
If (x1, x2) is faulty, thenwe identified all the faults. If G is not Kr+1,r+1 minus a perfect matching, then by Lemma 3.3 there
is another vertex y1 in G1 such that there is a perfect matching M1 in G1 − {u1, y1}. Let M2 be the corresponding perfect
matching in G2 − {u2, y2}, and we can find a perfect matching in GCk − F by completingM1 ∪M2 ∪ {(u1, u2), (y1, y2)}.
Finally, assume that Gi is Kr+1,r+1 minus a perfect matching with bipartition (Ai, Bi) such that ui ∈ Ai and xi ∈ Bi. When k
is odd, deleting the (r+1)k−1 vertices (A1−{u1})∪A2∪B3∪· · ·∪Ak−1∪Bk leaves (r+1)k+1 isolated vertices, soGCk−F has
no perfect matchings (see Fig. 19). Hence GCk is not conditionally super matched when k is odd, though we needed 2r + 2
faults even in this last case, somp1(GCk) = 2r+2. On the other hand, when k is even, we can easily find a perfect matching
inGCk−F : LetM ′1 be the perfectmatching inG1−{u1, x1} given by (M1−{(u1, v1), (w1, x1)})∪{(v1, w1)}, and letM ′i be the
correspondingmatching in Gi for each i ≥ 2. NowM ′1∪· · ·∪M ′k and edges (u1, u2), (x2, x3), (u3, u4), . . . , (uk−1, uk), (xk, x1)
form a perfect matching in GCk − F .
This covers all possibilities, so the proof is finished. 
Now consider the case r = 2. We can assume that G is connected, so it is an even cycle:
Theorem 3.5. Let m, k ≥ 4 with m even. Then mp1(CmCk) = 6, and CmCk is conditionally super matched except when k is
odd and m ≤ 6.
When k is odd, we havemp1(C4Ck) = 5, andmp1(C6Ck) = 6 (so the latter is conditionally maximally matched).
The proof of Theorem 3.5 is very similar to the proof of Theorem 3.4, but some cases become much more involved
due to the cycle not being super matched. So we relegate the proof to Appendix. Note, however, that the conclusions and
exceptional cases of Theorem 3.5 mirror that of Theorem 3.4: The conditional matching preclusion number is off by 1 when
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Fig. 19. Case 4ciii: G is Kr+1,r+1 minus a perfect matching.
k is odd and the graph is K2,2, i.e., a 4-cycle. Similarly, CmCk is conditionally maximally matched but not conditionally super
matched when k is odd and the graph is K3,3 minus a perfect matching, i.e., a 6-cycle.
Notice that even in the exceptional cases in Theorems 3.4 and 3.5, the resulting graphs satisfy the conditions of
Theorem 3.4 (they are super matched by Theorem 2.1), and they no longer form an exceptional case. Thus we immediately
get the following theorem:
Theorem 3.6. Let G be a connected triangle-free r-regular even graph with r ≥ 2, and let k1, k2, . . . , kn be integers such that
ki ≥ 4 for each i = 1, . . . , n. Suppose that mp1(G) ≥ 2r − 3, and G is super matched if r ≥ 3. Then GCk1Ck2 · · ·Ckn
is conditionally super matched unless n = 1, k1 is odd, and G is either C4 or C6. When n = 1 and k1 is odd, we have
mp1(C4Ck1) = 5, andmp1(C6Ck1) = 6 (so the latter is conditionally maximally matched).
As a corollary, we can classify all triangle-free tori:
Theorem 3.7. Let k1, k2, . . . , kn be integers such that ki ≥ 4 for each i = 1, . . . , n and k1 is even. Then Ck1Ck2 · · ·Ckn is
conditionally supermatched unless n = 2, k2 is odd, and k1 is either 4 or 6. When n = 2 and k2 is odd, we havemp1(C4Ck2) = 5,
andmp1(C6Ck2) = 6 (so the latter is conditionally maximally matched).
4. Conclusions
In this paper we studied the matching preclusion and the conditional matching preclusion problem for tori and tori-like
graphs obtained by Cartesian product with cycles. We proved that if an r-regular even graph is maximally matched, then
the Cartesian product with a cycle results in a super matched graph. We also showed the general result that if a connected,
triangle-free r-regular graph is super matched and its conditional matching preclusion number is off by at most 1, then the
Cartesian product with a cycle of length at least 4 results in a conditionally super matched graph except for two classes of
graphs. This provides a complete characterization of the conditional matching preclusion problem for all such graphs, in
particular, for all triangle-free tori.
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Appendix. Proof of Theorem 3.5
In this section we provide the proof for Theorem 3.5, the missing r = 2 case, which solves the conditional matching
preclusion problem for the tori CmCk withm, k ≥ 4. Our proof will follow the same ideas, and many cases are very similar,
but we include them for completeness. Note that we can use Lemma 3.1 for Cm, since it is maximally matched. However,
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Lemma 3.2 does not apply, since Cm is not super matched unless m = 4. The case of Lemma 3.3 is quite interesting. Even
though the conditions in the lemma do not hold for Cm (it is not super matched), the conclusions do: when the graph is not
K2,2, i.e., 4-cycle, then obviously for every vertex u ∈ V (Cm) there is a path u–v–w–x such that x is not adjacent to u and
Cm has a perfect matching containing (u, v) and (w, x). In addition, if the graph is neither K2,2 nor the complete bipartite
graph K3,3 minus a perfect matching, i.e., neither C4 nor C6, then clearly there is another vertex y ≠ x such that y is also not
adjacent to u, and Cm − {u, y} has a perfect matching.
Proof. We use the same notations and techniques as in Theorem 3.4. We view CmCk as consisting of k copies of cycle
Cm, and these copies are ‘‘interconnected’’ by edges induced by E(Ck). Let these copies be C1m, C
2
m, . . . , C
k
m labeled along the
cycle Ck.
Let F be a set of edges in CmCk such that |F | ≤ 6. We will show that one of the following holds: (1) CmCk − F has a
perfect matching, (2) CmCk − F has an isolated vertex, or (3) F is a trivial conditional matching preclusion set, with the
exceptions noted in the theorem.We assume that (2) is false, and derive (1) or (3). Let Fi = F ∩ E(C im), Fi,j = F ∩ E(Mi,j), and
FH = ∪ki=1 Fi,i+1 (withMk,k+1 = M1,k). If the graph C im − Fi has a perfect matching for all i ≥ 1, we get a perfect matching in
CmCk − F by taking the union of a perfect matching in each C im − Fi. So assume that C im − Fi has no perfect matchings for
some i ≥ 1, and for notational simplicity we assume that i = 1. Since C1m is maximally matched, we have |F1| ≥ 2.
Since mp(Cm) = 2, there can be at most three different i’s such that C im − Fi has no perfect matchings. Hence if |FH | = 0,
there is a j ≥ 2 such that C jm − Fj has a perfect matchingMj. Then we get a perfect matching in CmCk − F as follows: pick
M1,2 ∪ M3,4 ∪ · · · ∪ Mk−1,k when k is even, and pick Mj ∪ Mj+1,j+2 ∪ · · · ∪ Mj−2,j−1 when k is odd (indices are understood
modulo k).
Similarly, if |FH | = 1, there can be at most one i ≥ 2 such that C im− Fi has no perfect matchings, and we can get a perfect
matching in CmCk − F as follows: If i = 2, complete M1,2 or M1,k ∪ M2,3; if i = k, complete M1,k or M1,2 ∪ Mk−1,k; and if
2 < i < k, completeM1,2 ∪Mi,i+1 orM1,k ∪Mi−1,i (in each case at least one of the matchings is fault-free).
Hence we can assume that |FH | ≥ 2. If C im− Fi has a perfect matching for every i ≥ 2, we may also assume that bothM1,2
andM1,k have at least one faulty edge, otherwise we get a perfect matching in CmCk − F by completing the one without a
fault.
We consider several cases depending on the size of F1 and whether there is another i such that C im − Fi has no perfect
matchings.
Case 1: |F1| = 4.
Since |FH | ≥ 2, there are no other faulty edges in the graph, so C im − Fi has a perfect matching for every i ≥ 2. The rest of
this case is identical to Case 1 of Theorem 3.4.
Case 2: |F1| = 3.
Since |FH | ≥ 2, there can be at most one faulty edge in C2m, . . . , Ckm, so C im − Fi has a perfect matching for every i ≥ 2.
Thus we may assume that bothM1,2 andM1,k have at least one faulty edge. Consider cases depending on the size of FH .
Case 2a: |FH | = 2.
Then both M1,2 and M1,k have exactly one faulty edge and there is at most one more fault. We can repeat the proof in
Case 1, unless either (u2, v2) is faulty or the matchingMk has the remaining fault. Using an edge jump from the faulty edge
will give a matching that can be completed to a perfect matching in CmCk − F .
Case 2b: |FH | = 3.
There is at most one faulty cross edge in either M1,2 or M1,k, by symmetry we can assume it is in M1,2. Let (u1, u2)
be this faulty cross edge, so every other edge in M1,2 is good. If there is a good edge (u1, v1) in C1m, then complete
(M1,2 − {(u1, u2), (v1, v2)}) ∪ {(u1, v1), (u2, v2)} to get a perfect matching in CmCk − F (see Fig. 2). Hence we can assume
that both edges incidentwith u1 in C1m are faulty. Let these edges be (u1, v1) and (u1, y1). Since u1 is not isolated in CmCk−F ,
edge (u1, uk)must be good (andmust be part of any perfect matching). If one of (v1, vk) or (y1, yk) is good, say (v1, vk), then
let Mk be the perfect matching in Ckm containing (uk, vk), and complete (M1,2 − {(u1, u2), (v1, v2)}) ∪ (Mk − {(uk, vk)}) ∪{(u1, uk), (v1, vk), (u2, v2)} to get a perfect matching in CmCk − F (see Fig. 3).
The remaining possibility is when both (v1, vk) and (y1, yk) are faulty, so we have found all three faulty cross edges.
Now if m ≥ 6, let the cycle C1m contain the path u1–v1–w1–x1, where x1 ≠ y1. Let Mk be the perfect matching in Ckm −
{uk, xk}, and M3 be the perfect matching in C3m − {u3, x3}. Now complete (M1,2 − {(u1, u2), (x1, x2)}) ∪ M3 ∪ Mk ∪{(u1, uk), (x1, xk), (u2, u3), (x2, x3)} to get a perfect matching in CmCk − F (see Fig. 7).
If m = 4 and k is even, then C1m is just the cycle u1–v1–w1–y1–u1, with one of the remaining edges (v1, w1)
and (w1, y1) good. If it is (v1, w1), pick edges (y1, y2), (w2, w3), (y3, y4), (w4, w5), . . . , (yk−1, yk), (uk, u1) which
leaves one good edge in each Cm, giving a perfect matching in C4Ck − F . Similarly, if (w1, y1) is good, pick
(v1, v2), (w2, w3), (v3, v4), (w4, w5), . . . , (vk−1, vk), (uk, u1) and get a perfect matching in C4Ck − F the same way.
On the other hand, when m = 4 and k is odd, the remaining graph already has no perfect matchings, since deleting
w1, v2, y2, u3, w3, v4, y4, u5, w5, . . . , uk, wk (2k− 1 vertices in total) leaves 2k+ 1 isolated vertices (this is essentially the
same as in Fig. 9). Since C4Ck is super matched by Theorem 2.1, this implies mp1(C4Ck) ≥ 5, hence mp1(C4Ck) = 5
when k is odd.
Case 3: |F1| = 2 and there is an i ≥ 2 such that C im − Fi has no perfect matchings.
Thus |Fi| ≥ 2, and since |FH | ≥ 2, we must have |Fi| = |FH | = 2, and there are no other faults. Consider cases depending
on the value of i.
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Case 3a: C im − Fi has no perfect matchings, and i = 2 or i = k.
The two possibilities are symmetric, so we assume i = 2. If there is no faulty cross edge inM1,2, we can completeM1,2 to
get a perfectmatching in CmCk−F . So assume |F1,2| ≥ 1. If there is no faulty cross edge inM1,k and inM2,3, we can complete
M1,k∪M2,3. By symmetry we can assume that the remaining faulty cross edge is inM1,k. Let the faulty cross edges be (u1, u2)
and (v1, vk). If u1 ≠ v1, then let w1 be a neighbor of v1 different from u1, and we get a perfect matching in CmCk − F by
completing (M1,k − {(v1, vk), (w1, wk)}) ∪ (M2,3 − {(v2, v3), (w2, w3)}) ∪ {(v1, v2), (w1, w2), (vk, wk), (v3, w3)}. On the
other hand, if u1 = v1, then there is a good edge (u1, w1) in C1m, since u1 is not isolated in CmCk − F , and we can complete
(M1,k − {(u1, uk), (w1, wk)}) ∪M2,3 ∪ {(u1, w1), (uk, wk)} to get a perfect matching in CmCk − F .
Case 3b: C im − Fi has no perfect matchings, and 3 ≤ i ≤ k− 1.
If one ofM1,2 ∪Mi,i+1 andM1,k ∪Mi−1,i has no faults, we can complete it to get a perfect matching in CmCk − F , so each
must have exactly on faulty edge. By symmetry we can assume that one of these faulty edges is in M1,k. Consider first the
case when the other faulty cross edge is inM1,2. Let (u1, u2) be the faulty cross edge inM1,2. If there is a good edge (u1, v1),
then complete (M1,2 − {(u1, u2), (v1, v2)})∪Mi,i+1 ∪ {(u1, v1), (u2, v2)} to get a perfect matching in CmCk − F . Otherwise
the two edges incident with u1 in C1m are both faulty, let these edges be (u1, v1) and (u1, w1). Vertex u1 is not isolated in
CmCk−F , so edge (u1, uk) is good. In addition, at least one of (v1, vk) and (w1, wk) is good, say (v1, vk). LetM1 be the perfect
matching in C1m containing edge (u1, v1), and let Mk be the corresponding matching in C
k
m. Now we get a perfect matching
in CmCk − F by completing (M1 − {(u1, v1)}) ∪ (Mk − {(uk, vk)}) ∪ {(u1, uk), (v1, vk)} ∪Mi−1,i.
The other possibility is when there is one fault each in M1,k and Mi,i+1. If i > 3, we can complete M1,2 ∪ Mi−1,i to get a
perfect matching in CmCk − F , so assume i = 3. Let the faulty cross edge inM1,k be (u1, uk). If there is a good edge (u1, v1)
in C1m, thenwe get a perfect matching in CmCk−F by completing (M1,k−{(u1, uk), (v1, vk)})∪M2,3∪{(u1, v1), (uk, vk)}. So
assume that the two edges incidentwith u1 in C1m are faulty. Let (z3, z4) be the faulty cross edge inM3,4. By the same argument
we get a perfect matching in CmCk − F unless the two edges incident with z3 in C3m are faulty. Thus we completely found
F . If u2 = z2, then F is a trivial conditional matching preclusion set in CmCk. Otherwise we can choose neighbors y1 of u1
and v3 of z3 such that C2m − {u2, y2, v2, z2} has a perfect matching M2 (C2m has no faults, and one of the choices will leave
two paths of odd length, which have perfect matchings), and let M1 be the perfect matching in C1m − {u1, y1}, and M3 be
the perfect matching in C3m − {v3, z3}, then completingM1 ∪M2 ∪M3 ∪ {(u1, u2), (y1, y2), (v2, v3), (z2, z3)} gives a perfect
matching (essentially Fig. 16).
Case 4: |F1| = 2 and C im − Fi has a perfect matching for every i ≥ 2.
Then M1,2 and M1,k both must have at least one faulty edge, let (u1, u2) be a faulty cross edge in M1,2. Consider cases
depending on where the remaining faulty edges lie.
Case 4a: |F2| = 2 or |Fk| = 2.
By symmetry we can assume that |Fk| = 2, hence |F2| = 0. Let v1 and w1 be the neighbors of u1 in C1m. If either (u1, v1)
or (u1, w1) is good, say (u1, v1), we can get a perfect matching in CmCk − F by completing (M1,2 − {(u1, u2), (v1, v2)}) ∪
{(u1, v1), (u2, v2)}. Otherwise both (u1, v1) and (u1, w1) are faulty, and since u1 is not isolated in CmCk − F , edge (u1, uk)
must be good. Since there is only one faulty cross edge in M1,k, one of the cross edges (v1, vk) and (w1, wk) is good,
say (v1, vk). Then we get a perfect matching in CmCk − F by completing (M1,2 − {(u1, u2), (v1, v2)}) ∪ (Mk−1,k −
{(uk−1, uk), (vk−1, vk)}) ∪ {(u1, uk), (v1, vk), (uk−1, vk−1), (u2, v2)}.
Case 4b: |F1,2| = |F1,k| = 1, |F2| ≤ 1 and |Fk| ≤ 1.
If there is a good edge (u1, v1) in C1m, then consider the matching (M1,2 − {(u1, u2), (v1, v2)}) ∪ {(u1, v1), (u2, v2)}. If
(u2, v2) is good, then we can complete this matching, otherwise do an edge jump from this edge. If that matching is fault-
free, complete it; otherwise we found the location of all faulty cross edges, so using Ckm instead of C
2
m in this argument results
in a perfect matching in CmCk − F .
The remaining case is if both edges incident with u1 in C1m are faulty. Then (u1, uk) is good, since u1 is not isolated in
CmCk − F . For at least one neighbor v1 of u1 in C1m, the edge (v1, vk) is not faulty. LetM1 be the matching in C1m containing
edge (u1, v1), and letMk be the correspondingmatching in Ckm. Consider thematching (M1−{(u1, v1)})∪(Mk−{(uk, vk)})∪
{(u1, uk), (v1, vk)}. If it is fault-free, we can complete it. Otherwise it can only have one faulty edge in Ckm. If this faulty edge
has no adjacent faulty cross edges to Ck−1m , then doing an edge jump from the faulty edge in Ckm gives either a fault-free
matching, which we can complete, or a matching with the last fault, and then another edge jump results in a fault-free
matching, which we can complete to get a perfect matching in CmCk − F .
If there is a faulty edge in Mk − {(uk, vk)} with an adjacent faulty cross edge to Ck−1m , then we have identified all
faulty edges. For m ≥ 6 we can find a perfect matching in CmCk − F as follows: Let w1 be the other neighbor of u1
in C1m. If the cross edge (w1, wk) is good, using w1 instead of v1 in the previous argument gives a perfect matching in
CmCk − F , since it will not use any edge of Mk. Otherwise Ckm − {uk, vk} is a path of length at least 3 with one endpoint
wk, let this path be wk–xk– · · · –yk–zk (xk ≠ yk). If the cross edges from wk and zk to Ck−1m are both good, use them
and the perfect matching on the remaining vertices of the path. Adding a perfect matching on the remaining vertices of
Ck−1m and (M1 − {(u1, v1)}) ∪ {(u1, uk), (v1, vk)} results in a matching with no faulty edges, which we can complete. If
(wk, wk−1) is faulty, then (wk, xk)was the faulty edge in Ckm, and F is a trivial conditional matching preclusion set with path
wk–uk–u1. On the other hand, if (zk, zk−1) is faulty, then (zk, yk) is the faulty edge in Ckm, so let M1 be the perfect matching
in C1m − {u1, y1}, and let Mk be the corresponding matching in Ckm. We get a perfect matching in CmCk − F by completing
M1 ∪Mk ∪ {(u1, uk), (y1, yk)}.
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Finally, assume that m = 4. The case k is odd is an exception so it is enough to consider when k is even. Let C1m be the
4-cycle u1–v1–x1–w1–u1. We know that the following edges are faulty: (u1, u2), (u1, v1), (u1, w1), (w1, wk), (wk, xk), and a
cross edge from one endpoint of (wk, xk) to Ck−1m . If this last faulty edge is (wk, wk−1), then F is a trivial conditional matching
preclusion set with path wk–uk–u1 as before form ≥ 6. Otherwise (xk, xk−1) is faulty, and pick the following edges to get a
perfect matching in CmCk − F : (w1, w2), (u2, u3), (w3, w4), . . . , (wk−1, wk), (uk, u1) and (v1, x1), . . . , (vk, xk). (When k
is odd, C4Ck − F has no perfect matchings in this case, but we needed to delete six edges.)
Case 4c: |F1,2| + |F1,k| = 3, |F2| ≤ 1 and |Fk| ≤ 1.
By symmetry we can assume that |F1,2| = 1 and |F1,k| = 2, and (u1, u2) is the faulty cross edge inM1,2. If there is a good
edge (u1, v1) in C1m, we can find a perfect matching in CmCk − F as in Case 4b (since there is only one faulty edge that is
unaccounted for, there cannot be a fault in both C2m andM2,3).
Otherwise both edges incident with u1 in C1m are faulty, and (u1, uk) is good. If, for at least one neighbor v1 of u1 in
C1m, the edge (v1, vk) is not faulty, we can finish as in Case 4b. Assume both of those cross edges are faulty. If m ≥ 6,
we find a perfect matching in CmCk − F as follows: Let C1m contain the path u1–v1–w1–x1 (where x1 is not adjacent to
u1), M1 be the perfect matching in C1m − {u1, x1}, and Mk be the corresponding perfect matching in Ckm − {uk, xk}. Now if
M1 ∪Mk ∪ {(u1, uk), (x1, xk)} has no faulty edges in Ckm, complete it, otherwise we can complete it after doing an edge jump
from this last faulty edge. Now assume thatm = 4, and C1m is the 4-cycle u1–v1–w1–x1–u1. We know that the following edges
are faulty: (u1, u2), (u1, v1), (u1, x1), (x1, xk), (v1, vk), and one more edge. When k is even, there is a Hamiltonian cycle in
C4Ck − {u1, uk} as follows: v1–v2–w2–w3–v3–v4– · · · –vk−1–vk–wk–xk–xk−1–uk−1–uk−2– · · · –x2–x1–w1–v1. Since there is
at most one faulty edge in this cycle, there is a perfect matching saturating all its vertices, and adding edge (u1, uk) gives a
perfect matching in C4Ck − F .
Finally, when k is odd, deleting vertices w1, v2, x2, u3, w3, v4, x4, . . . , uk, wk leaves 2k + 1 isolated vertices, and since
we deleted 2k− 1 vertices, C4Ck − F has no perfect matchings. Thus mp1(C4Ck) ≤ 5 when k is odd. Since C4Ck is super
matched by Theorem 2.1, this implies mp1(C4Ck) = 5. See Fig. 9 for the analogous case when r ≥ 3.
Case 4d: |F1,2| + |F1,k| = 4.
There are no other faulty edges. Let (w1, x1) be a faulty edge in C1m. If the cross edges (w1, w2) and (x1, x2) are both good,
we can find a perfect matching in CmCk − F as follows: Let M1 be the perfect matching saturating (C1m − {w1, x1}) − F
(if there is no such matching, then C1m − F has a perfect matching), and let M2 be the corresponding matching in C2m, then
completeM1 ∪ M2 ∪ {(w1, w2), (x1, x2)}. Hence one of these cross edges must be faulty, and using the same argument we
get that one of the cross edges (w1, wk) and (x1, xk)must also be faulty. The same argument applies to the other faulty edge
in C1m. Let C
1
m be the cycle u
1
1–u
2
1– · · · –um1 –u11, where (u11, u21) is one of the faulty edges. For simplicity wemay refer to vertices
in C im just by their superscript, so vertex j refers to u
j
i, and (1, 2) in C
1
m is the faulty edge (u
1
1, u
2
1).
Case 4di: The two faulty edges in C1m are independent.
This implies m ≥ 6, and each faulty edge is adjacent to exactly one faulty cross edge to both C2m and Ckm. Thus
|F1,2| = |F1,k| = 2, and by symmetry we may assume that the cross edge (u11, u12) is good and (u21, u22) is faulty, thus (u21, u31)
is not faulty. If the cross edge (u41, u
4
2) is good, we can find a perfectmatching in CmCk−F : LetM1 be the perfectmatching in
(C1m−{u11, u41})−F (again if there is no such perfect matching, then C1m−F has a perfect matching),M2 be the corresponding
matching in C2m, and completeM1∪M2∪{(u11, u12), (u41, u42)}. So let (u41, u42) be faulty. If the other faulty edge in C1m is not (4, 5),
then we can repeat this argument with (u61, u
6
2) instead and get a perfect matching in CmCk− F . Thus assume that (4, 5) in
C1m is faulty. Now consider the faulty cross edge to C
k
m adjacent to (1, 2) in C
1
m. If it is (u
2
1, u
2
k), then by the above argument the
other faulty cross edge adjacent to (4, 5) in C1m must be (u
4
1, u
4
k), and F is a trivial conditional matching preclusion set with
path 2–3–4 in C1m. Thus (u
1
1, u
1
k) is faulty. Now if m ≥ 8, then repeating the above argument (going the other way around
C1m) gives a perfect matching in CmCk − F , since the other faulty edge in C1m is not (m− 2,m− 1).
Hence the only remaining case is when m = 6 and the following edges are faulty: (1, 2) and (4, 5) in C1m, and the cross
edges (u21, u
2
2), (u
1
1, u
1
k), (u
4
1, u
4
2), (u
5
1, u
5
k). We show that this is a nontrivial conditional matching preclusion set when k is
odd. Clearly it is nontrivial, and there are no isolated vertices in the remaining graph. Delete vertices 3, 6 from C1m, vertices
1, 3, and 5 from C2m, C
4
m, . . . , C
k−1
m , and vertices 2, 4, and 6 from C
3
m, C
4
m, . . . , C
k
m. We deleted 3k − 1 vertices leaving 3k + 1
isolated vertices, so there are no perfect matchings in C6Ck − F . This shows that C6Ck is not conditionally super matched
when k is odd. However, we needed to delete six edges, and we will see that this is the worst case, so C6Ck is conditionally
maximally matched.
On the other hand, when k is even, we can find a perfect matching in CmCk − F as follows: Pick cross edges
(u11, u
1
2), (u
4
2, u
4
3), (u
1
3, u
1
4), (u
4
4, u
4
5), . . . , (u
1
k−1, u
1
k), (u
4
k, u
4
1), then add a perfect matching on the remaining vertices of
each C im.
Case 4dii: The two faulty edges in C1m are adjacent.
Let (1, 2), (2, 3) be the faulty edges in C1m. Assume first that both cross edges incident with 2 in C
1
m are good. Then by the
previous argument, the four cross edges incident with 1 and 3 in C1m must be faulty, and we can find a perfect matching in
CmCk − F by using the cross edges (u21, u22), (u51, u52)with a perfect matching in the remaining vertices of each C im.
So by symmetry we can assume that (u21, u
2
2) is faulty. Vertex 2 in C
1
m is not isolated in CmCk − F , so (u21, u2k) must be
good, and by the previous argument, the cross edges (u11, u
1
k) and (u
3
1, u
3
k) must be faulty. If (u
5
1, u
5
k) is good, we can find a
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perfect matching in CmCk − F by using the cross edges (u21, u2k), (u51, u5k)with a perfect matching in the remaining vertices
of each C im. Hence assume that the last faulty edge is (u
5
1, u
5
k). When m ≥ 8, we can repeat this argument with (u71, u7k)
and get a perfect matching in CmCk − F . When m = 6 and k is odd, we get an exceptional case, but we needed to delete
six edges (the configuration is analogous to the one in Fig. 19), and we have already seen that C6Ck is not conditionally
super matched. However, we needed to delete six edges both here and in previous such cases, so C6Ck is conditionally
maximallymatched. Finally, assume that k is even. Nowwe can find a perfectmatching in CmCk−F by using the cross edges
(u51, u
5
2), (u
2
2, u
2
3), (u
5
3, u
5
4), (u
2
4, u
2
5), . . . , (u
5
k−1, u
5
k), (u
2
k, u
2
1)with a perfect matching in the remaining vertices of each C
i
m.
This covers all possibilities, finishing the proof. 
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